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Preface 
~he objective ot this thesis is to compile and 
analyze infopmation on automation, beginning with its 
background and origin and continuing th.rtough various 
contemporal"J issues, directl7 or indirectl7 related to 
its developmentJ namely, the need tor automation in 
advancing our present-day society, socially and econom• 
1call7J the present-day uses and tuture expectations; 
factors.standing 1n the way or automatic development; 
effects, both good and bad, attributed' to automation 
by management, labor, and business; beliefs of menage• 
i 
ment, labor and business as to tbe methods ot adjusting 
these effects for the benefit of all mankind; and the 
question concerning automation's being the P!'ime cause 
·ot unemplOJment. reported.in many communities today. 
lnstud11ng automation we should remember that 
although '!'e are, ~1v1ng ln an advanced technological 
society. automation is still in its infancy and the 
benetits,-to be derived from its tutU?'e develoj>ment are 
as unbelievable and ?'emote as was the ah-plane in the 
time ot Leonardo da Vinci. In the-future development of 
automation., almost everyone in the world will encounter 
problems and reap blessings tram .this automation. .It ia 
to our advantage to learn·. all we can about the phenomenon 
111 
so we can cope with various p~oblems, present and tuture, 
which will surel7 arise as automation plays a more prom-
inent part 1n our econom7. 
The author 1s indebted to man7 whose triendl7 
criticisms and suggestions have contributed to the imPt'ove• 
ment of this paper. Among those who have been good enough 
to help are DI-. 'l'. Berr,-~ ot the Un1vers1t,- or Richmond 
School ot Business Administration and Mrs. C. E. Bullal"d 
ot Richmond, Vbg1n1a. 
The autho~ assumes responsibility, however. for the 
points of view expressed and tor possible deficiencies 
and erl'ors. 
James G. Frazer 
iv 
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ChapteP I 
ORIGIN AND DEFINITIONS OF Atr.roMATION 
Automation-• what-is it? From 'ldlat aource or 
solll'ces did it come? What can society expect from 1ts 
tuture povth and application? 'l'hese are questions be• 
.·. ing .·asked 'b7 businessmen. union leadeps • politicians, 
. and ecademiciaru1 .the world over. 
'l'he answel'a to these questions are· as numerous as 
the.people who v1ab to delve into, analy~e, and d1scuae 
. thia new phenomenon •. 
!!!.! Beg1nn1ns . .!!, Automation 
- The technological developments of which we are Vett'f 
~ . . . 
much aware had their.origin 1n the 18th century.at the 
' < ' • , • 
_beginning of the Industr1a1Revelut1on. Automatic-devices 
dm-i~g this pepiod took the .tol'?D or eome of the world's 
most sign1.tlcant.1n.ventions, aigniticant .from.the point ot 
view that thia was the birth ct a new·er~~the 'Indust?-ial 
. ,. . . . . . 
Revolut1ori. John Kay's flying shuttl.e,. Jarnes· Hargi-eavea' . 
spinning·· j~nnJ't .. Rlcbsrd. Ar\twt'1~t's '~olla~· spinning t~ame,' 
. . . . . . 
,and Wat;tta .ate.am engine a_re onl7 e few ~t the sign1f'1cant . 
.. 1n•entions which opened the .way t~ our present society ot · 
· automation. · 
The teed-back system, whi~h is ch8Pacter1st1c.ot all 
automatic SJBtems, 1a not altogether new. Before automa-. 
t1on was a passiag.thought, 'Windmills wei'e _constructed 
'With ama11·vanea perpendicular to the main shatt.:J and aa 
.. 
- 2 ... 
the wind shifted, these small vanes tw.-ned. the arms ot 
the windmill to head into the wind. Another example ot 
a simple feedback s7stem is a thermostat's l'eaction to 
changes 1n tempel'ature so as to :regulate the bUl'ner- in a 
heating 97stem. 
Bow through a more intensive app11cat1on ot this 
( 
principle called feedback, machines ean be made which 
are selt•at.Jrf1eient, so that pi-eduction pt"OCesse8 do not 
have to be.designed to take into account.the human limits• 
t1ons or·emplo,-ees. 
Is Automation,! Wew Process? 
In analyzing the der1nit1ons and WP1t1ngs of authors 
we become av&l'e of the val'ioua schools of thought encouraged 
. b7 this new tel'ltt. 'l'here are several questions atill un-
answered. Ia automation reall7 something new? Is it dif-
ferent from ,p:pevious methods in: kind, o~ clegree?-
'l'he closed•loop 01't reedbaok SJ'Stem seems to be the 
main polnt or diaa~eement on the part ot many expei-ts. 
Does th1a feedback create a n&w system 1n kind, oi- is it 
just a peatw degl'ee of ·control ovel' a much imP?'OVed auto-
matic system? ·Many experts believe a vindmill without its 
small tu:raing vanes .is just snothel" autmnatic device, and 
these vanes do not exampl1f7 automation as it should be . 
deti9ed in the terms of today's teohnoloS'J'. At what point 
does a s79tem cease to be automatic and become automatedt 
Ma7 we settle fo'I! a definition whei-eby an automated s7stem 
is one 1n whicli the mechanical integl'at1on of the mental 
... .3 .. 
and ph7a1ca~ factors is inherent in the continuous pro• 
duction ot_certain goods and services - a s,-stem in which 
continuit,' is dependent on self •operation and correction 
measw.-es,. requbring a minimma of human aui-velllanoe? 
'As ab!tead)" suggested it is not easy to make a hard 
and fast distinction between automatic machiner~ on the 
. . . 
on~ hand and an automated group of ,machines on-the other. 
At a crn-tain de~e& of·automat1c control theite is a change 
from separate automatic pt'oduet1on to a more 1ntensit1ed 
cont:Pol ot he or more parts ot these original. separate 
automatic functions. Experts are devided as to their 
appraisal ot this inczaeased control. Some experts believe 
that automation is something completely new, a change 1n 
. ' 
k1nd. Other experts believe 1~ is just a continuation 
' ) 
or the oeg?!ee ·· to which more intensive production control 
ie used winging about the use of automated processes; 
theretOJ.e, automation is a change in degree ot certain 
automatic precesses, and not a change in kind. 
Der1nit1one of Antom&tion 
------ . 
·The definition ct automation will probabl7 continue 
to change as. w& learn more ·about 1t$ application. 
. ' ; . 
The, following accounts from recorded discussions 
det1ne automation in the light of present day developments. 
Kost authorities seem to a~ee that ~he word f Automa• 
/, 
tioo" va8 coined.bys. D. Harder of the Ferd Motor.Companl" 
i, 
to rete~ to •the automatic handling or discrete pal'ts 
between progressive processing operations". Automation, 
·-
in this sense, is nov applied in the machining ot engine 
blocks, pistons, ring gears, etc.· Like the assembly lines 
of tbe 1920•s, the methods used in handling materials in 
the automobile industry are being introduced by other 
metal working plants which produce large volumes ot 
1 
standattd and non-standard gooda. 
On the,othe?' hand, D. J. Davis, Vice-President 
o~ Nanuf~cturing £or Ford MqtOl" Company, believes the 
word Automation is vel'y much misused and misundel'stood. 
Davis s.ays Automation is exemplified by a simple change 
he made in a milling operation at Genexeal Motozts vhich ·' 
enabled the machine to clamp various parts automatically. 
Davis thinks this is automation in the "tx-ue" sense Of 
2 
the word.· 
A third authority, John Diebold, President of John 
Diebold Associates says that eight or ten years ago till8 
thought of the dei'initio'n or automation in :relation to 
. ·•; 
machines and the manner in which automation could con-
tribute to increased productivity. But now he is con-
vinced the .tundamental importance o.t automation'is 'not 
so moeh the converting or machines as it is the ability 
3 
to create automatic information and eontr-ol systems. 
Diebold defines "automation" in thesewol'ds: 
"One way of det1ning automation is to.say that it is: a 
means ot organizing or controlling productionpi-ocesses 
to achieve optimum uses or all pt'Oduction resources -
- s -
material, mechanical, and human. 'rheree are two basic 
steps that induatJrJ follows in the 8pPJ.'O&cb toward auto-
mation• The til'st or these is the organization of each 
of several steps ot the pttoduct1on process into a tull7 
integrated system. 'rhe oil retineries pioneered in this 
step; the chemical industry, the processing industries, 
and nuclear }>l'JOduction have since followed in going through 
'· 
the first step ot automation. The7 have changed what had . 
. ' 4. 
tomerl7 been batch processes into 'integrated s7stems~" 
Emphasizing control. Diebold turthettetetest "The 
second atep of automation is to take the s7stem and to 
. . 
control it in such 'a wa7 that it opei-ates at optimum 
ell the time•••• People who atte not familiar with the 
process industries will point to oil indust:Pies and sa7 
!_' ' 
'this ~.· automation;' other 1ndustl'1es are going to develop 
in the ~ame wa7.• Actuall7, by the introduction of cen-
tre~ a7etems into oil refineries and other processing 
industries• paper manufacturing. sugaP l'efining. chemi-
cal. manutaotuiwtng. etc.:·- a second stage of automation is 
being achieved. Here it' is not a case of tteplac1ng hand . 
labor·b7·mach1nes. but :ratbei- ot operating the machines 
. . ' . s ' 
at .5>.l>t.imi.i• ettieiency all the tme." · · 
> ~ 1 ~ , 
,,_Jn ,testimollJ' before the 86th Congressional Sub-. 
_,,,,·r. '··-···.··; ' 
Comlo~tte.e on Automation and Energ Resources• Diebold 
stated that 1t automation means anJ'th1ng at all. it means 
something mO!'e.than just the extension ot mechanization. 
- 6 -
Diebold believes that new technological developments 
are a break vith past trends because it is no longe~ 
necessary to think ot only one 111achine • or eveo in terms 
ot a group ot machines; instead it is practical to look · 
at the whole process as an integttated system and not as 
6 . 
a series or individual steps. 
The Peadet* must note that Diebold has a concept al-
together different Erom Davis. Davis describes automation 
as an evolutionary process. Diebold 1& more explicit in · 
;his definition. R1s explanation of automation seems to 
lie mol'e in the complete selt-suf.fic1ency of a production 
system than in just one individual fa~et ot that pvoceas. 
Labor leader·Walter Reuther defines automation as 
tta techniquo by which whole batteries of maoh1nest lo 
some Qases, almost whole faotoi-ies and off'ices can be 
. . 
opel'ated according to predetermined automatic controls.· 
The raw material 1a automatically fed in the machine, 
automaticall7 taken away. often.to be fed automatically 
. ' into still anotheP machine that carzties itautomaticall7 
. 7 
through a fnt"ther,px-ocess .. n 
>. 
Reuther is quick to take issue with people such as 
! . . ' 
Davis ot the Ford Motoxa' Company when the lattel' exple.ina· 
automation as just the nextension or the nol'l11al tech~o­
logieal evolutionary Pr.ocess tt. . Reuther believes that · 
automation is the beginning ot the second Phase ot the 
.. 7 -
Industrial Revolution which started in the 18th Centu17. 
Bis reasoning on this point is as follows: automation is 
en entirely new development because. in addition to sub~ 
stituting mechanical power tor human powel'", it substitutes 
mechanical thinking tor human thinking. Some machines have 
the ability to store vast amounts of 1ntoPmat1on and to 
call upon these services quickly to adjust machinery tor 
a necessary px-ocesa •. This means that the machine.is 
capable or :re_placing not onl7 the human b&ing, but also· 
the thinking process ot the human being. With the idea 
in mind that automation is mo:rte than an evolutionary pxtO• 
cess. it is wishful thinking to assume there will be no 
' 6 
social :rtepeitcuasions 11' these problems aite not quickly met. 
Reuthel' believes thst tho.growth or automation will 
be revolutionary. If we do not l'ecognise the seriousness 
of oui- p:rtesent situation, we tace a·l'epetition or' the '29. 
' ' 
crash, possibl7 resulting in a tl'emendous ~ate ot unemplo7• 
ment. 
Ano~er uni.on leader~ Jamee B., Cal')",· President ot 
the Intettnational Union ot Electl"ieal WOl'kers, has thia 
to say about automation: •When I speak ot automation, I 
am reteP:rt1ng to the use ot mechanical· and electronic 
devices, Pathe,x- than human worke:rts to. l'eguiate 'and con• 
trol the opel"atlon ot machines. _In that sense,· automa• 
t1on :rtepl'esents something radicall7 dit':fe!"ent from the 
- 8 -
mere extension ot mechanization. Ot course, it is not a 
sudden fall blown appearance. It rests upon previous 
developments, especially upon government-sponsored research 
and development in electztonica·and i-adal". But it is a aev 
departure from the elder method ot machine operations, 
since it represents the automatic operation ot machinea 
. 9 
and the entire industrial and.clerical processes." We 
see from Cal'J''s det1n1t1on that he and Reuther tend to 
agree, and that both are in direct disagl'eement with Davis. 
Ca17 shares Reuther's J.dea that automation is a new pttoces• 
rather than the extension or improvement of processes el· 
read7 known • 
. David O. Woodbury is another student of automation 
who thinks there is a distinction between automatic 
machiner7 and.automation. In his book 0Let Erma Do It", 
' 
he remarks that the word "automation" hes a confusing -· 
connotation because it has no generic meaoiag.· Each 
person confronted b7 this new.phenomenon has his own 
definition. The difference between automatic machiner'J .. 
and automation, sa'Js Woodbul'J', is comparable to the dif• 
terence between the mechanical responsibility ot. ·the tt-ull 
ttautomaticu machine and the machines p~eviously thought tc 
10 
be automatic. 
- 9 -
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CH.APTER·II 
TllE CONTIHUED GROWTH OF AUTOMATION 
~ Automation Neoessap7? 
Do we peally need to tul!lthel' theceuse ot automation? 
Attel' W~ld Wa~ II the development ot automation was ao~ 
celerated to help meet.the incpeaaing consumel' demand. 
The demand.toxa.supei-ioi- pi-oducts and lower- pr6ees cai-:ried 
automation into many industries. Within each industi-y 
there have been man7 applications or automation. Pro-· 
·greaaive companieu in all these 1ndustt-1es are.still 
looking top the best way in which automatic machinel'y 
can decrease their costs. ·Will automation and automatic 
processes be necessary in the future to increase industrial 
productivity and to keep.American indusiil'y abreast ot the 
times? Is th1a new »phenomenon" something we must lea:rn 
to live with, not because we have unnecessarily tol'ced it 
upon oupselves, but because it is nocesaar7 to our pttesent 
and tutUl'e way ot life. 
Msnasement•s Reasons E.2£ Making Ex2enditu~es .£!!. Automation 
What reasons are given tott ,such e;;:penditu:res on auto-
mation? Mantltacturera, vhen asked wh7 the7 believe it 
necessal'J' to allocate funds to automation, give these ans• 
., 
wers: 
.... 11 -
l •. ~agging Sales. Declines in sales volume and 
share ot the market are often traced to production inetti• 
c1enc1es. A C0111PBD7 may have an excellent market. potential, 
but because or production inetticiencieo, it finds itself 
unable to pttoduoe the necessary goods fast enough end 
cheaply enough to compete 1n the markets ot its choice. 
2. Soaring Costs. Any increasing cost places a com• 
pan7 in a pttecal'ious position because of the need fott either 
raising the price ot:t accepting a lowei- profit. This situa.-
tion,. of course, weakens a company's market position, and 
may prove d1sastrous·1t not checked in time. 
3. Labor Shortage. Companies which move to.new areas 
experiencing a labor shortage·or to areas lacking available 
skilled labor find that automation is the only wa7.to ope?.9• 
ate their plants satisfactorily. 
·4. Poor Working Gonditions. Twough automation, 
many operations, haza~dous end unhealthy, are eliminated. 
In this categ017 tall the steel and chemical :t.ndust~iea. 
5. · Legging Output. It. back-ordetts pile up, c'ustome:rs 
will not receive the delivery they desire~ and manufac-
turers will lose reorders. This situation also edverael7 . 
affects new order receipts. 
6. Hi5p Rejects. Rejects necessitate the rewuok't6gg 
ot material, this situation possibly Fesulting in much 
ouatomel' dissatisfaction. Both ·or these tectors ere·respon• 
- 12 -
aible tor increased costs and. decreased profits; further-
more, rejects ma7 adversely affect the cooperation and atti-
tude ot production workers. People on piecework are ex-
tremel7 1?rr1tated with machine11y which continually has a 
high percentage of rejects. This general attitude may 
make a poor showing in other departments. 
7. ComEet1t1-v:~ Markets. Competitors are always 
tr71ng to improve their market position by the use ot the 
latest technological advances. In order to keep abreast 
ot the ctll'rent market, companies must meet this challenge l . 
with theht own technological improvements. 
porRorate !?cJ>enditul"es ~ Automatic Eauiment 
In reference to the future of automation in the 
United States one notes with interest the expenditures 
anticipated for new technological advancements. 
Clifford E. Evanson, President, TAB Engineers, Incor-
porated* aa7s: "Certainly automation is no passing tancy. 
It has passed like wild tire through industry. By the end 
ot 1962 annual installations or automated equipment will 
reach $6.8 billion; that is up 80 per cent in six years. ·. 
It is expected tbat by 1970 total expenditures for such 
,2 
systems will reach $15 billion." Evenson adds that in 
the paper 1ndustrr a number or plants have organized 
special automation g.I'oups. His report from a survey shows 
- 13 -
a 17 per cent" inci-ease 1n the number ot papei- plants using 
such groups. In the same survey ot 16,06$ plants it was 
noted that large manufacturers planned to spend $3.7-bil• 
l~on on automation in 1961, or an aveJlage of $619,000 pet' 
plant; medium-sized producers, to spend a total or $1.S• 
billion on automation, an average ot $237.000 per plant; 
and emall J)1'cducers made plans to spend $780-million in 3 . . . 
1961, an average of $202,000 per plant. Many other com• 
pan1es re})J.'lesenting various 1nduat1"1es have similar gl'OUps; 
tor example steel, automobile, and·electr1c power. These 
gl"Oups complement the functions caitried on b7 companies 
. . ' 
such as International Business Machines and e:zte always 
aler~ to the possibilities or· using new methods ot im• 
pxtoving.piloduction and controlling costs. 
Increasing Research ~ Develoment . 
Forces are continually at work .to increase the et• 
f icienc7 and broaden the applic~tion ot automated 
proceaaes., c. c. Hurd,,. Int,ernational Business Machines• 
maaagert or industrial control system projects, states 
that fott two 7eal's Intel"national Business· Machines has 
been bu11d~ng a staff to deal with pPOduct1on control 
problems:. ,Mr. Hurd says that several hundred people at 
Intel't'lational..Business Machines are VOl'king on these 
... 
projects and ttelated matters.. I.B.M. bae exerted evel7 
- 14 -
effo-rt to mako sure that it tackles the most complicated 
p-robiems available. A la-rge amount or International Busi• 
ness Machines• work has been directed toward developing 
computers which can control not only whole plants but also 
. 4. 
gt'Oups of such plants at one time. 
International.Business Machines is not alone in the 
computer field by any means. Several other,compenies are 
doing sim1la~ research in order to keep.abreast of the 
market. Competition within the computer field has become 
intense. celling tor.extensive research and development 
expenditures for conapanies wishing to survive. 
l!!!l•HOUi' Output , 
One Of the main rectors.in tho long•term'1ncrease of 
output per men•hOUP has been the growth Of automation, the 
introduction otwhiah.~along with otbel' innovations, has. 
given ouz- economy its dynamic characteristics. During 
World War II there was a retardation in the improvement 
ot plant and equipment~.which could have been installed 
to serve our consumer market immediately after the war. 
' 
'l'his is not to deny that a number of brcakthrou~s. occurred 
1n the rield of,~utomatic production and ·.~utome~ie ·ajstems. 
As.a Pesult of these cumulative technological develop.:. 
. ' 
' ' 
menta, advance$. in output pep mtm•hour i~ the field of 
manufacturing aimoat doubled between 1919·and··1947. ·After, 
World War II; many of the new_. technological· ideas use.a 
- 1$ -
directl~ in war J>?'Oduction, were converted to civilian 
production.. The following statistics give some indication 
ot the extent or technological changes which took place 
between 1939 and 19$8. 
l9J9 1928 
Diesel locomotives as a pe~ cant ot total l.li 93 .. ti 
Dial telephones as a per cent of all Eell 
telephones 55.7 93.8 
Catalytic cracking as a pett cent ot total s.1 45.4 
Pett cent or underg!'ound coal load eel 
mechanically . · 31.0 84.9 
Without technological change none of these increase~ 
would,have been possible. 
Table I. page 16, exhibits the tremendous ioattease in 
output per man-hour in the private economy, agtt1cultural 
and non•&gl"icultural sections between 1909 and 1958. 
Competition From Abroad 
s 
One factor support~ng the present trend in technological 
gttowth is the United States' wish to remain competitive in 
world msrkets. .It ia deemed neoesoary for American 1ndusfil.'7 
to increase ~an-hour output at a tsstor rate than the 1n• 
crease 1nunit costs. At the present time, oven with all 
its productiv!t7p the United State3 finds it difficult to 
compete in aomo world markets. The growth of the Common 
Mal'ket in Eu:rope is ~. great factor in tl1e increasing eompeti• 
Year .. 
1909' 1945 
1946' 
194.7 
1948 
1949 
1950" 
1951 
1952' 
195.3 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
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TABLE I 
c19kz-f!.9 = 1001 
* 
~ 
BL3 Census 
Total Agzti~ Non-agl*i- Total Agri- Non•agri .... 
Pl'ivate culture culture Private culture culture 
'47.6 58.2 51.6 LJ,7 .• 8' 58.6 52.0 ' 98.5 ' 89.2 101.3 99.0 89.3 101 .. 9 
96.o 9).8 97.5 96.6 94.1.i 98.2 
'96.7 90.5 97.5 97 .. 4 90.6 98.4 
100.2 107.l 99 .. ij. 100.3 107~5 '99.q. 
. 103 .. 1 102.2 103 .. 3 102.2 101.6 102.h . 
ll0.4, 116.2 108 .. 8 110.3 116.l 108.5' 
,113.2 lJ.4.5 110.6 11$ .. 2 114 .. 1 112.8 115.7 12~ .• s 112.0 118.9 ~~tt:g 115.5) 120 .. 4 1.3 .6 ,, 115.l 123.9 119.0 
122.6 148.J 116.9 127•0 147.9 121.8 i2a.o 153 ... 5 121.9' 133.l 152.9 127.5 
' 128.3 156.4 121.5 1.33.6 15$.8 127.2 
' 1.32.8 166.7 124.9 137.9 167.0 130.1 
,' .. 135 .. 4 188.6 126.J 139.l 'c' .189.2 lJO.l 
ooutput pel'I' man-hour set'l'iea based on real p?"oduct 
data ·trom the 0.ffdce ot Business Economics, U. s. Depart-' 
ment or Commerce, and unpublished man-hours data P?'epared 
by ,John W. Kendrick linked io 19lt7 to BLS men•hours. . 
.C-*. Output per man-hour series based on real produ'ct ,, 
.data.from. the01".flce·of Business Economics, u. s. Depart!"' 
ment of Commerce, sod unpublished man~hours data preparQd 
b7 John w Iii> Kendrick: linked in 1947 to OeruUl!llt mAn•hnn,.llf_O.' 
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tion. The idea of a United Europe is not so fantastic 
as man:r thought it would be. As the tariff walls are 
lowered. among these common market countries America will 
need all the low-cost productivit7 it can muster te sell 
in these markets. Another thing to remember in conjunctiott 
with the gl'C".i.ring competitien from ameosc! is that most or 
these countries, including those in the Far East. are still 
in the rebuilding stage. 'fherefo:re, the mass of tcchno• 
logical in.formation developed here end elsewhere may prove 
to be advantageous to them. With their own aggreasive 
attitudes, lower wage scales, and in some instances foreign 
aid. these countries may make greater inroads on American 
markets. All bhis has the result of placing upon the 
United States a real necessit:r for increasing 1ta com-
petitive ability. 
Views of Labo~ Leadsrs 
--- - --- ----
Joseph A. Beirne, President of the Communication 
Workers of America, has· this to sa7: i-.we should like tc 
state quite clearly and emphatically that we have never 
resisted mechanization £or tha sole purpose of maintaining 
7 jobs for workers we represent.n 
nwe .welcome technological improvements. We think 
8· 
the7 will make a better life! Mr. Bairne•s big question 
1st. what·protit is there in having a quicker telephone 
9 
connection made i.t it is at the price 10f human suffering? 
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Mrs. Belrne's feelings on the growth of automation 
seem to be focused on the point ot view that since automa• 
tion in the telGphono industry has l'oaehod e very advanced 
stage; the?'e should be a leveling-off process in techno-
togical innovations. This would allow no~mal att~ition, 
to reduce the cownunication work fol"oe. 
A second labo~ leader, Jamos B. Cary, P~esident ot 
tho Intel'nationsl Union of Electrical rfoi-'kel's, seems to 
.feel that automation is a good thing as long as it ?'aises 
individual atnnd~rds of living, but in no way decreases 
10 
czt displaces the work fol'ee. Both Ca11y and Bei:ttne agree. 
howevel', that the gl'owth in automation has been too l'epid, 
end that t..lie:t-e :ruts not been enough planning to cope with 
the hs:t'dships tih1ch will result frtcnn autor.ietion. ln otbe:i:-
wol'ds, these n1e.tt believe that until unemploj7ment pttoblems 
have been alleviated, there is no reel necessity for in• 
creasing automation beyond its pitesont level. 
A view apparentl1 q·uite ditforent t~om these is that 
held by w. F. Keonedy, President or tho Brotherhood ot 
Railroad 'flta:l.nmtJn, who states: "Automation, together with 
atomic energy* otfel's mankind its firtst real oppoI'tunity 
to eliminate poverty. No rational person would be opposed 
to scientific advances which otteit such n great pttomiaP. , 
tol' people evei-ywhere. 
Wo responsible trade-union r,eprenentative appears to 
be opposed to automation as such •. The tact is that OUI' 
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national secUl"itl' depends upon an inottease in the X'ete 
11 
of scienti!ic advance in this countey.,H 
Another view 1a that or Walter Reuther, -who says: 
"I believe that this developing technology is going to 
put in the hands ot £reemen the tools with which they 
12 
can pl"ove the Communists are _wrong." Reuthe:r i'ul'ther 
believes that it is necessary to increase our use of new 
technological methods if we are to re~ain e world power. 
He insists that as we increase our technological skill, 
we must also increase our expertness in the social sciences 
so that we can handle more e.fi'iciontly the social problems · 
. 13 
arising from automation. 
Views !!!!. Manage~ent Leaders 
Genciwal Electric'& Ralph J., Cordiner believes that 
most ot t~ industry in the United States has a long way 
to go befol"e it begins to 19ealize the full benefits or 
automation. Be sees many wasteful and burdensome hand 
operations still used in manu.tactUPing today. · It is 
necessai-y, accordingly, that all the .facets and .functions 
of automation,. fl*em manutsoturer to customei- and con-
sumer, be used in increasing produotiv1ty,reducing costs, 
and increasing the overall welfare of the American citi-
zen. Automation is neoessar:y- because it eliminate.a much 
of the dangei- and drudger7 from 1ndust:r7, and at the same 
time increases the pay or more highly sk11:led workers. 
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In another reference to the future necessity or euto• 
metion Cordiner relates that processes will change to 
such a degl"ee that 90 per cent or the changes will be in 
the familiar ptlooesses or mechan1~ation and electrifica-
tion. Included in these operations will be manufacturing, 
layout, product design, material seleetion, .data processing, 
msttketing, management methods, and a host of othe:r techniques, 
all these mak1ng work more ptaoduct1va. 
Cordiner gives his reasons ro~ believing automation 
essential to our way or life. 
l. By technological advancements our national 
aecur1t7 will be increased. We must accelerate our rete 
of progress 11' we wish to see Ametticsnst standard of living 
l'ise at rates comparable to that ot the past decade. 
2. Automation s.trengthens. competition at home and 
abroad • 
. 3. Through· automation everyone receives the best 
service: customers, :stockholders, employees~ suppliers, 
and the public in generai. 
4. A ~adual technological ehenga deoreases unem-
ploJtDent while exerting a stimulating influence on the 
. . 14 : . 
economy. 
D. J. Davis of the Ford Motor Company, acknowledging 
that our countey is blessed with an abundance ot natural 
resotll'cea, holds that technological progi-ess has enabled 
- 21 .. 
the United States to remain a world power. Davia con-
ceives automation to be another technological step tor• 
ward, btt1nging about many good changes. Automation opens 
unlimited fields tor industrial d1vers11'1cat1on and the 
introduction of many new pi-oducts. Davis feels that we 
owe a dut," to ourselves and our count:tty to take the g:tteatest 
15 
possible advantage ot automation. Davia seems to be in 
complete ag:tteement with Cord1ne:tt and the labor leaders 
cited above in believing that automation will bring a 
better way ot life to the United States. 
The conclusion is h-1'esist1ble that the movement 
towards furthel' automation is not only almost certain to 
continue but is hailed in several diffe:ttent quarters as 
an indispensable adjunct to the furtherance ot p:ttesent 
.trends in p:ttoduction end. consumption. 
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CHAPTER III 
CONTEMPORARY APPLICATIONS OF AU11UMATION 
Automatic machinel'y was available before Wo:rldWar II, 
and.consequently was a great part of the tremendous mobili-
zation effort requi:red during this period. Automatic con-
trol s7stems and electronic compute:rs were, for the most 
part, developed f:rom innovations introduced during World 
Waxa II. 'l'oda7 most ot the manu:raotnring industries operate· 
automatic mechine:ry. tbat is, labor•saving devices in· the. 
mass pi-oduction ot standard .items such as tilling bottles, 
l 
inspecting materials, and testing operations. 
Computers: D15ital ~ Analogue 
Pt"esent•day computers may be divided. into two cate-
gories, digital and analogue. The digital computer acts 
on the. same pi-1nc1ple as an extttemel:y fast adding machine, 
turning out its results_ by means of arithmetical calcula-
tions. The analogue computei- ope!'ates by means ot elec"'." 
tr1cal impulses and is set up in such a mannei- that it: 
handles measu~ements, some being cur:renta, voltages, etc. 
Analogue computers can p:rovide direct control signals 
since actuators respond to this type of signal. When d1g1~. 
tal ··computers are used tor_ contttol, convei-ters are needed. 
Computers have been used to a great extent in helping _ 
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management make decisions pertaining to production, con-
struction, markets, and new products. Variables are intro• 
duced into these compute!' s7stems. Sevwal different actions 
registered by the machine are appraised as to results, These 
findings are helpful in the solution ot everyday management 
pttoblems. 
Indust~1a1 Automation 
' ' 
Automatic equipment has played a major role in the de-
velopment of several industries, and in all probability will 
·continue to pla'f an important part in Amel."ica '.s industrial 
development. In applying this new technique, the electric 
power, oil, and steel indust!'ies are the leaders. 
'l"he Louisiana Power and Light Company has a closed• 
loop syetem st its Little Gypsy station, which is located 
fifteen miles north or New Orleans. Thia system, const?tucted 
by Daystrom Systems, not only controls the plant but also 
starts the station producing power and closes it.down. 
In the oil industry, Texaco's polJ'??lerization unit at 
Port Arthur, Texas, is the tii-st computer-controlled plant 
in the world to turn out a commercial pt"oduct. Although 
computers enjoyed a fast starat ~n- this industry, the_ in-
dustr7 has not purchased automatic systems as rapidly as 
manufaotUl'ers expected. The oil recession of the last tew 
7ears has curtailed the capital expenditure for new oil . 
plants, where the computer manufacturers hope to install 
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theiJ.'t equipment, since old plants in the oil industr,. are 
·. 3 
not usual17 converted to new processes. 
'?he steel industl'J' is especiall7well suited to auto-
mated supervision.. The problems faced by steel mills are· 
many and verried) and differ from complex mechanical assem• 
bly jobs in that the steel px-oduota are ditterent items 
which must be combined in the right quantities, and at the 
right time. ·Ful'theniore, pttocesses in the steel industri7 
are eas1l7 adapted to computer control. Punch cards can· 
" 
be made- to control the rolling or an ingot from the time 
it reaches the rolling mill until it leaves. Doring the 
process electrical controls can check the heat content or 
the steel and also detect and prevent deviations trom 
specit1cat1ona.' 
The Jones and Laughlin Steel Compan7haa an automatic 
installation in Which a continuous steel':strippaSS$8 tb:POUg'.t 
an annealing .fut'nace at the Pate of 2,000 teet pe-r minute. 
As diftel'ent t:empe?latut'e steel is welded. to existing coils, 
the tempe!'etui-e in the annealing furnace is automatically 
adjusted £JO aa to 7leld a unUoi-mly .tempe:ped metal. This 
machine also collects quality control records. 'supplies 
. vu1ous ~Jl'Oll ca1culat1ona, and· punches out inventox-7 
~- . . . 
data on tape. 
L1.ncte Compan7, a di via ion ot Union Carbide Cottpo:ra-
tion, has a s!rnulated experiment ot a blast furnace opera• 
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tion on a large computer which promises to be highly suc-
cessful. There are a few variables, and the computer has 
proved that it ia capable or coping with the problems. 
The three minutes taken br the computer to run a series 
ot simulations reprresents a twenty-tour year pe~iod of 
5 
testing a real furnace in the conventional manner. 
Automatic maehinory is also helping manufacturers to 
itecaptwo ma!'lcats lost becauso of faulty delivel'y schedules. 
Csitl J. Rieser, lfl'l1t1ng in Foittune describes the Inter• 
national Business Machines llJOl computer usod by Westing-
.. 
house Eleatl'1e Col'po%.'at1on as "a little machine with a 
fabulous mamoey.tt This machine, able to hold 20 million 
bits of intol'mation~ not only knows various tacts about · 
1$,000 Westinghouse customers and stores data on 60,000 
finished products, but also handl.es an average of 1,800 
6 ' 
orders a day. Business offices have been using automation 
more and more extensively. They find computers so ve?'y 
valuable in analyzing S'11es t~ establishing the optimum 
inventory: to sales ratio. In other companies the computers 
reco?'d sales information, automatically calculate and print. 
out invoices, and tabulate the comndssion checks for sales• 
men. 
In West Vil'g1n1a the Internal Revenue Service is re• · 
l7ing on its computers to help expose people not reporting 
all their taxable income. On electromagnetic tape the 
. 
complete hiatory of the taxpayer, in a matter ot seconds, 
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can be made ready torr study by the tax authorities. 
In 1955 John Diebold stated before the subcommittee 
on Econom~c Stabilization that most ot America's industl'y 
depends upon shox-t runs to produce various p~oduets. Die..:. 
bold further stated that about 90 per eent or all production 
in the Uni.tad States is in lots of less than 25 pieces. 
Since P?"Odacts are forever changing, it is impossible) at 
this time to build machines flexible enough ,to .handle the 
7 
varied pr;roducts. 
Future Developments ' ' 
Even ,without the knowledge of servomechanisms end 
automatic p!'ocesses, there is no limit to the poss1bili• 
ties of automation which the mind of onellisping to· think· 
about the matter may conjure up. 
Take, top example, a new expel'imental device which 
receives a message and repeats it in three languages I and . 
at the· same t1me types the message in as many .as, foux- · 
languages. At present this machine is limited to 100 one• 
syllable words, but its inventors predict there will ~ome 
a more efficient device whi~h can break·dow~ whoie spee~hes 
and. type .them. This kind of machine could.· ·be an aid in 
- . 
\ ., 
relieving the ert1tieal seeretaztial shortage pr.evalent in 
many industtties, and in translating and zteeord!ng m~et!nga 
' . . 8 
among foreign powers. 
Anotheri innovation in computer operations is the thin 
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film computel'. These circuits. minute compared with 
either vacuum tubes or _transistors, have tho capacity 
for storing 2,$00 bits of intol'll1ation within a square. 
inch. The memory of such a unit deponds on a super-
conduct1va metal which loses electrical resistance com• 
pletely at VGl":Y low temperatures. Within tho appattatus 
information is stored on minute arons of thin rilm. Cur-
rents read and w~ite fttom superimposed zigzag linos ot 
thin t'llm lead. By 1980 the mal'ket tott this type of com• 
puter is expected to reach 20 billion dollars a yoar. 
The main advantnge ot such a system is the elimination 
of numel'ous parts which are largely ~esponsible fo~ com• 
puter construction costs. The new m1ct'omin1ature cittouits 
can be made in units containing hundreds ot parts which 
are completely interconnected. With n minimum amount ot 
effort these pai-ts can be assembled into a more complex 
s:rstem. The speed of the new thin fir computel"s will be 
higher than that ot present machines. 
The uses to which man may put his new automatic 
machines and technological advsnees seem limitless, 7et 
with almost each new u.se como the problems wh1eh limit 
the carrying out of the new way of doing en old job. As 
man seeks to gain gt'ester prosperit7 for everyone through 
&UtOlllation he must OVet'OOll'lG many deterrents before this 
dream can become a reality. 
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CHAPTER IV 
:FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED Br MANAGEMENT 
~ High Cost .!:!!. Installation 
The high cost ot automatic equipment is the principal 
tactOP, retal'ding its intl'oduction. into man7 pt"oduction 
situations. Some ot the computers and automatic devices 
are so elaborate that the7 cost millions or dollars Ol' 
al'e lea~ed at rents equally prohibitive. It 1a no wonder 
that executi•es in many induatl'ies think long betol'e in• 
vesting in such equipment. Mr. Olit"tord E. Evanson. 
President of T ~ B Engineers, Inc., believes one can 
, ' 
handle some ot these situations, where the cost ia l'ela-
tivel7 high, by using partial automation. That ia, partial 
automation is pi-obably the best solution fol' a company 
whose processes are adapted to automation but which does 
not have the needed funds fol' complete automation. In 
such a case a step-by-step pt"ocess may later be coordinated 
l' 
into a completely automated system. 
Accol'ding to Evanson, automation is not alwa)"S high17 , 
expensive to,1nstall. In some instances the existing equip• 
ment can be used as is o~ it can be modi.tied or coupled with 
2 
newel"_ equipment t;o achieve automation. 
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Rates £!P.epracintion 
To some extent the federal governmont is attempting 
at the present tilne to amend the tax laws so as to allow 
business to l'etn1n mol'e earnings fol' the development or 
now. mol'e tlexiblo pl'ocossea.. Thus a new ttule has ooen 
issued to allow b.ighel' rates of depreciation on new equip• 
ment. Tho 1noroased depreciation should wing a gtteatel' 
cash flow (net ea~nings plus depreciation) to companies 
who can take advantage of the new rule. In other words 
an expensive outlay such as that involved in purohasing a 
piece of large automatic equipment can be recouped more 
qu1ck17 thsn has been the ease in the past. Anoth<J.t- con-
sideration is that the mo:re quickly a company can depvec1ato 
!ta equipment, tho less chance it stands to loso money be-
cause of obsolescence arising from changes in consumer pre- · 
feztenee and technological change. 
It; is interesting to note the opinion or tho Prent1ce-
Hall Tax Se~vico on new. depreciation mothods. It sees that 
new assets can be \ditten off at a more l'Spid Pate and that 
tex payers who take advantage ot such a :rate· will tend to 
bonof1t .from larger ourt'ent de_duct1ons for· depreciation. 
Howevel', the tax advantage o.r a fast W!'ite-ot.t' plus capital 
gain at sale is· largely oJ:tse.t by the "recaptwe" of de~e· 
elation (for most depreciable property othe~ than building$) 
3 . 
as ordinary income at sale. . [With the increase or 1nfla-
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t1onary pl'e.ssures, companies are .still unable to l'egain 
the tota1 cost of their equipment.] 
United States producers, by using highly automatic 
machinery, may in many instances find it possible to com-· 
pete in the world market ·without having to oper!lte foreign 
subsidiaries. ilthough the tremendous .flow ot capital out 
ot the United States in recent year~ has been offset to 
some extent by imports of equipment from American plants 
overseas a great amount of capital has on balanco been in• 
vested abroad. Lowe?' unit costs in American plants could 
be expected to result in more exports of products rather 
than capital: to make them. 
Failure of Management !2 Understand 
Management's lack or .interest and understanding ai-e 
named as taeto:rs which may prove to be deterrents to.the 
' ; - ' ' I 
advance of automation .. Lethargy, traditional·thinking, 
' ; 
and a lack of ··factual .ini'ormation pro:bably have sa much 
' ' ' 
(en- more) bearing on management's decision not to install ·· 
new automatic equipment as any technological end economic 
consideration.: In many instances management seems tt>have 
the idea that what has been adequate in the past will be 
adeqttate ·in ·the future. This attitude bss always been a 
salient tectw in·. the retardation of growth end in some 
' ,• ' . ' ' . 
cases has hailed the demise of.concerns which.at .one time' 
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were among the leaders in their respective industries. 
One·factor undei-ly!ng this attitude ia the .tear of an-
tagonizing labo~. Some.bus1nes811len state they "just 
don't want to rock the boat.n There are many small busi• 
nesses in the United States which could take.large or.small 
advantages tl'omedvaneed tech~ology. These include.com-
panies which are still ,riding.the "crest" of the early 
•t1tt1es. Managetnent teams and other enterpl'1ses with 
such apathJ' tend , to look back rather ·than ahead. -Few· 
people will ~iaagree that it is ver~ ditficult to go fo:r-
W8l'd while looking over one's shoulder., In view of these 
' ' 
circumstances there seams to be a definite need tel' the 
' ' 
strengthening ct.management tor the new technological ad• 
; 
vancements.which may soon be an important pattt or outt every .. 
day.lives. 
Technical . Ps;t;tttionne1 
Anothei- 1ntel'es~1ng and important question_ concern• 
ing automation 1st who will :run the nev machiner7?' Mau. 
' ' i 
. .. . . 
·' ' . ' ' 
agement must seek the right.answei- 1f !ts new production 
m~thods ee '.,:to be a success. Training Pl'Ogl'ams must be 
set up to retl'a1n.'el1g1ble worke~s 'to_handle new machinery. 
·. ·:: . . ; . . ' . ,·· 
Management may.find .this to·be·a _detenent to which !t,has 
not.given d~~c:onaideration. A tl'emendous amount ot ex-
. ? ' ' ' '. '" · .. ' '' ' ' ·'. . ' ' . 
pense 18 likelJ' to go· into training capable technicians. · 
In ·hlel 'book Automation -servant To Man, Frank Ross, Jr. 
•• '< . 
- wr1tea that the human element ma1 provide a tempo:t'ar7 
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barr1e~ to the further expansion or and development ot . 
automation. Peal' is e~en now being telt that too tew 
workel's·with the required training will be available to 
operate and maintain automated systems~ Computer manu-
tacture-,..s are conducting schools. Th.a federal government 
is also considering the sponsorship or training prosrams 
in automation. These would be set up .to help workers 
displaced by automation and also to tl'ain new workePs 
. 4 
entering the field. 
An.example of the results of a human el't"Ol' in the 
use of automatic machinery can be found in the Venus 
space cpatt launching dUl'ing Jul7, 1962. The omission 
of a hyphen 1n the data .red to the automatic control 
equipment caused the Venus rocket to veer ott course. 
Since the rocketbad to be destro7ed, the experiment 
. s . 
failed at a cost of $18,Soo.ooo. · . · 
Patterson•Emerson-Cornstock has described a situa-
tion whePe a plant was highly departmentalized until the 
ingress ot automation. Thereafter each ot the plant 
. . . ' 
faoll1t1es' lost its individuality and became a part of 
an integrated whole. Several other companies have or• 
ganized groups-known as "automation engineeJ:1a. 11 ·Manage-
ment must use gi-eat cai-e in choosing such men according 
to their ab111t7 to analyze data. Men appeaP to be: more 
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successful if they can design, procure, and install 
6 
macbineey in such jobs •. 
A regrouping and recasting ot engineers and tech• 
n1c1ans is only one or the taeets ot business which will 
probably undergo change. Management must definitely be-
lieve in B?d carry through any program which 1 t hes s.een 
tit to introduce. Although the tt.rollow-up11 is. sn old 
management axiom which will.never become obsolete, it is 
of ten the phase or a program to which organized thought 
is given too late Ott too sparingly. 
Manasement•s I~ab111tz !2 InterEret Data 
Testif11ng before the Joint Economic Committee of 
the 8$th Congress~ Rogei- w. Bolz, Editor ot Automation, 
expressed the opinion that one ot the greatest detett:rrents 
to the development of automation is the inability or 
companies to obtain information enabling them to tol'e-
cast costs. Bolz believes nevetttbeless that many ot 
7 
management•s decisions atte based.on heattsay. 
It is quite possible that the statistical data now 
being made available to tnanagement atte suttic1ently end 
cor:rrectly prepared but ere none the less incorrectly 
inte~preted. In a rapidly moving technological sooiet7, 
management risks heavy losses whenever it makes a decision 
concerning investment 1n new technological equipment. It 
may not be so much the need tor bettei- 1ntormat1on as for 
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managers better trained to interpret it~ Such men are 
prone to introduce programs 1ielding better data on which 
. ' 
to base an investment decision. 
D1atribut1on 
Toda7 some people believe that too great emphasis is 
being placed on production at the expense ot distribution. 
'!'he thought is that distribution bottl~neck.s are being 
formed as production becomes more automated.and a greater 
. ' . 
number of items ai-e turned out in a ahortel' time. We are 
said to have inadequate channels tbl"'ough which to market' 
.. . . 8 
the greater volume ot products. · · 
The aolnt:l.on' to this problem ma7 be in the continued· 
gt'OWth Of d18Count'.bouses, cheaper air~!'reight, .and met-g&l'8 
. Th~ small distributors and wholesalers hav.e theii- work "cut 
out" £or themilel'les, if they wish to be a pal't · ot the ne~ , 
automated society and not detel't'ents which have to be 
elimioated·to'meke merchandise move more !'i-eely to the 
consumer. 
Thel'e is, a need for. improvement in the efficiency 
ot distl'ibution i:f'.cuetomeiss are to be.aet1st1ed:on the 
basis ct better service and quicker delivery. In the 
next decade the distributi9n·system within the United 
states will proba~l:r be so intensively ,developed. 'that 
~. 
one•da7 delivery will be the fule rather than the ex-
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ception. The increased use of automatic machinery 
will help to b:r1ng about and sustain such an impi-<>ve-
ment. 
Make .2£ ~I, 
. 
Should management cl~cide that new or increased 
.automation ·1s the course to be taken consideration miist' 
.be given to whether or not the equipment·w111 be made Ol' 
bought.· 
· ·. · .. Fil'ma tend to· undertake· the development - building · 
jobs themselves: 
1. Tiih$n S9Cl'SCJ' is desirable because or competition. 
2. When 8tt,'unusual·material or pxtocess will be used. 
3. When machinery· requirements are likely to keep 
changing. 
4.. When a new principle of manu.faotnring. !'s involved1 
5. Whendel1very 'Will be·:f'aste:r. 
. . 
· tU.rms t$nd to go outside for the· development of auto-
matic· machinery: 
l. When. the vendor is a specialist· . in the .. partiC?ular 
. equipment needed •. : · 
.. 
, 2. \1'hen standar.d equipment ·18 used •. 
· .J. When uuer lacks the necessary ·engio.ee:ring skills. 
4,. ~When vendor bas special development equipment. 
Arter th~ decision to make or buy ·is made·the user 
, 9 
must instaii; 'man1:.,·and coordinate'; the new system. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE EFFECTS OF AUTOMATION 
Unemplopent: Is Automation the Prime Cause? 
- -----------
What has been the state ot our civilian labor 
m~rket with regard to unemploJ11'1ent? Table II gives 
.. a comparison from 1947 th?'ough 1962 which shows that 
unemploJDlent has been compa?'atively high since 1957 
and is not declining. 
Table III gives ?'ates or unemployment since 1951 
according to the oolol", occupation, and age or the 
· wo:rker. · It is intettesting to note that the rate tor 
non-white workers has been much higher than that tor 
,, 
the white and that the rates have generally been in-
verse to the degree ot skill. The unskilled area is 
... the vePJ one trhei-e one can expect to !'ind handicaps in 
, education and training. 
There are divergent views on the general question 
ot automation and employment. A i'ew of them are pre-
sented here to show the ragge ot opinion in d1f f erent 
i 
quarters. 
One view, expounded by James B. Cary or the 
International Union ot Electrical Workers, holds 
that the rate or growth ot consumer purchasing power 
must be comparable to that ot output per man-hour; Car7 
Yeatt 
1947 
1948 
1949· 
1950 
1951 
1952· 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
·1958 
19.$9 
1960 
1961 
-1962 
- q.O -
l. 
TABLE II 
CIVILIAN LAEOR FORCE 
EMPI.OnmNT, & . UNEMPIJYDIENT 
(in ooo•s) 
Annual Thousands % of Civilian 
· Avei-ase U'ne!l?lOJ'.!ent Labo?- Fo:rco 
60,168 2,356 3.9 
61,4112 2,325 3.8 
62,.105 3,682 5.9 
63,099 3,351 5.3 
62,884 2,099 3.3 
62,966 l,931 :3•1 
63,815 1,870 2.9 
64,468 3,578 5.6 
65,847 2,90.3 4 .• 4 
67,530 2,822 4.2 
67,946 2,936 4.3 
68,647 4,681 6~6 
69,.394 3,813 s .• s 
. 70,612 J,931 5.6 
71,,603 4,806 6.7 
71,854- 4,007 S.6 
' 
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TABLE III 
tr.NEMPI.OY.MENT RATES 
1951-5.3 1955-57 
Av~rase Average 
Total 2.7~ 
4 ·°" Wh1te 2.s 3.6 
. Non .. wh1te b.5 7.8. 
BJ Occupation 
· Protess1onal, technical 1.1 l.l 
Craftsmen, foremen 2.5 3-i Operatives. 3.8 5. 
Laborers, except farm , .. :·1·:•. 
& mine 5.8 9.3 
All Males· 2.s .3.8 
18 and 19 6.7 10.7 
20-24 3.9 7.0 
35~44 1.7 2.6 
1960-62 . 
Average 
6~3% 5.3 
11.2 
1.8 S.6 
a.4 
'1).1 
s.1 
15.0. 9.S h.O 
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adds that high levels or emploJDlent may be attained by 
1ncreas1ng the buying power ot workers to enable them 
to purchase moi-e goods. The purchase of goods necess1-
. t~tea.the purchase of more automatic equipment to meet 
the pi-oduction demand. Employment will also rise because 
. there 1a a need tor more skilled workers to operate the 
new automatic machinery. In other words Car7 reasons · 
_that ~erican 1ndustr7 gets the most benefit out or auto-
_matic equipment u·wages are increased at the same 01' 
even a higher rate than the rate of the increase in pro• 
. . 
. duct1v1t,' •. · He believes that: the only alternative is 
depre~sion wought· on by increasing production without 
. . . . . 3 . 
... increasing .the purchasing power or· workers. 
George Meany, President ot AFL·OIO. presents a dis-
- ' ~ . 
couraging pictui-e of unemploJDlent resulting trom automa-
tion. Since unemplo'J'lllent feeds upon:itself a downward spiral 
' ' ' ' 
. . 
_dumps the national economy into a recession. Our country· 
has now sutfeped fl'om a .continuous succession of.recessions; 
. . . . . . ' ' ' 
one a:tte? anothel' about every: 3 7eai-s, and each time it 
becomes lm:rder to cltlnb out.· 'l'he receding tide leaves a 
higher plateau of ·unemploJlrlent than the last. According 
. . 
to Meany automation and other DeW production methods have 
drasticallJ' cut manpowett needs and vill undoubte.dl7 eliminate 
jobs at the rate ot about a million a :rear tw the next few 
years. In retrospect total manufacturing output has in• 
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creased almost 25 per cent in' the last decade but 
emploJlllent ot production and maintenance wo:x-kers has 
decreased bf 12 pel' cent at the same time. 
In order to remain static our national economy 
must in the next 10 years create at least 3 million new 
. 4 . 
jobs a J'&&l'. 'Mr .• Mean7 not only sees ve1711ttle ad-
vantage in automation but seems to believe that it is 
threatening to become a ,cuttse. 
In Jtegard to l'&il:road unemployment w. P .. Kennedy, 
President ot'the Brothel"hood of Raill'oad Tl'ainmen, be-· 
lieves that no other-. gl"oup or employees has suffel'ed so . 
much as thera1lroad workers. Automation and railroad 
·' 
mergel's have been responsible for this,·ssys Kennedy, who 
' ' 
also states· that te_chnological job los~es have been much · 
greater than wol'k losses because·~f' business conditions. 
. ' 
Xenned7 .. a.tates that the working man is ·not at all ,con-
vinced that manageme·nt wants to share profits equitably. 
'?he Union,· he points out, feels that, on occasion, manage~ 
··. . ' ~ '. •. 
ment Ja ·~sing the thl'~at of automation.as a nclub" with 
which it gets its W8J' du~1ng b&l'gaining sessions. Kennedy 
·.~ . ' . ' 
admits botlevel" that sueh an attitude on the partot manage• 
··. ' . · .. ·· " . 5 '. ," 
ment · 1a the exception, and not the_ rule •. 
B~il.J.oad m'anagement, on the other hand, has been 
saying that_ oper~ticns. cannot continue profitably, or 
. ' ' 
will not become profitable untii there is a greater con• 
solidat1on or railroad interest and costs. Costs are 
to be reduced t~ough the combining or job tunctions, 
in aome instances, and through the automation ot tune• 
. .,. . ~ 
t1ons, iri other instances. 
The Southern Railway, tor instance, is introducing 
automation into it.s .offices. Computer-a are said to have 
saved the railPoad about $850,000 in one yeai-. In the· 
period· between 1946 and 1956 the annual ~otitof the 
Southez-n rose ti-om $19.5 to $b.0.5 million but employment 
dropped from 40,000 to 22,000. Total emplo:yDient 1n the 
. . . 
railroad industry as a whole hes decreased only 15 per 
cent whereas.the Southern•s employment has gone down 
6 4S per cent. 
It is interesting to not~ railX'oad management•s plans 
tor the latter pa.rt or 1962: to eliminate 13,000 firemen 
on !Peight and diesel engines within a year, lay ott ex-
cess workers, who tall into a category app:roved by union 
and arbitrators, end to adjust wages to a mo:re realistic 
. 1 
work scale~ 
It seems quite e1e&i- that at least pal't of this situa-
tion has been brought about by the increase in automatic 
technology. Rail.road executives have tried to anticipate 
the reaction ft-om the union at the introduction of such a 
plan. ~ey haYe also .worked with a Pres.ideritial Fact-
Finding Board ·set up especially to dete~ine how.much et-
rect "restherbedding" is having on the rail.i-oad industry. 
Thia Board has issued a report eontirming.'tfhat railroad 
- 45 ... 
executives htlve been sa,.ing fol" many yaa:rs: there is. 
too much "featherbedding" in the railroad industr~. 
The" telephone 1ndustzey is anothezt one to encounter 
. '. 
unemplo)'Dlent.pi-obletne. In his book Automation: Its 
finpaet on :eQ;J1ness and People, Walter Buckingham remarks 
that oYe?'all emplopneat in the Bell System since 1920 
bas increased tr-om 200,000 to about 600,000 emplo'J'ees. 
Recognizing that there has been a tremendous gttowth 
dUl"ing this pel"iOd, he.nevertheless pz-esents the data 
to support a .the.sis that automation o:reate& employment 
8 
opporturi1t1e~ :rather than reducing them. 
On the. other hand Fredei-1ck R. Keppel, Chsit'ttlan of 
the Bell System, stated in May, 1962, that he expected the. 
< 
.fac111~1es ·. ot the Bell S7stem to e':'ntinue. growing at a .. 
, more·rapid 'l'ate than in 1960 and 1961 but that total 
emplo,ment in the System would decline _in the tutu:i-a. 
He noted that 's!:nce 1957 total employment· had all"~adytsllen 
,, ., 
nearly 6f,ooo, to ·some 726,000.. He also remax-ked that· total' 
. . 9 . 
psJl'oll.had increased duiaing the same 1ntePval. The con.o 
trast1ng statements of Buckingham and Kappel show hov 
. , ' 
opinions dltter when it comes to analyzing the etfecta 
ot automation. Buckingham is looking at O'.'ferall emplo7-· 
. . . 
ment within the Bell System OV81" the past 40 years Whereas. 
Kappel 1~ intel'ested in reoent_trends in employment which 
msy be expected to continue. 'l'he tigu:res J>l"esented by 
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Keppel show not only a definite decrease in employment 
since 1957 but also that the Bell System can handle much 
more traffic with fewer people. 
In regard to solutions ot the employment problem in 
the Bell Sys·tem. Joseph A. Beirne, President ot the Com-
munication Wor.kers of America, has voiced the Union •·s 
reeling that the Bell management hos not cooperated by 
releasing its ruture plans on replacing workers by auto-
matic equipment.. Beirne hes also admitted thst his organi-
zation's estimates and evaluations have been made without 
' 
management cooperation even though no thorough analysis is 
possible without such cooperation. Even without what Beirne 
terms the "necessary 1n.f'ol9?llat1on" he has predicted an ever 
decreasing work £orce in.the telephone industry in spite of 
continuing expansion. Thus, it is estimated by the Communi-
cation Workers of America that by 1965 there will be any 
where .t:rom 100,,000 to 115.000 rewe:r employees in the Bell 
10 
S7stem.as compared with the number employed in 1954. 
It such a decrease in employment does take place, which 
appears very likely, it will almost certainly place a 
heavy strain upon management - union relations. 
In reference to the increasing woi-king force in 
America, Ewan Clague, Commissioner of Labor Statistics, , 
and Leon Greenberg, Chief of the Bureau ot Labor Sta-
tistics. make interesting statements concerning the 
challenge of unemployment. They report it probable that 
in the next decade our country's technological advance-
ments will make it possible to abolish at least 200,000 
jobs each year {compared with Meany's 1,000,000 a year). 
Estimations ln this report have been based on a study ot 
the 19.53-1959 period, when automation apparentl"Y displaced 
about 200,000 workers a year. During the 1947-1957 period 
automation displaced about 883,000 workers in manufacturing . 
plants alone -... .... : less than 100,000 a year. Many statistical 
. . . ' . . 
computations have led Clague and Greenberg to the opinion 
that autotnation will have a very adverse et't'ect on employ- · 
. . ··. . 11 
ment.in the .future • 
. Clague ~ncf Greenberg found that the correlation.· be-
tw~en' clUlng~sAn output pel' msn-hour and emploJD1ent appears 
c' 
to be .1oit. ·· To be sure there appeared to be a slight tendenc~ 
for larg~·,ga1ns ln·· output per man-hou.i- to be associated with 
4ecl1nea bl' :tt,elatively 'small . increases in emplo-,ment, and 
tor amalie~ gains in output per:: man-houtt to be associated. 
with larger than average· gains in e~ploynient. 
From their analysis Clague and Greenberg concluded 
that not all disemployed woztke:rs stay unemployed • some 
quit, retire~ io:r die. 'On the other hand their studies do 
n~t reflect the d1semployment that may arise be.twee~ plants · 
within an industry;· or the :replacement and re.shuffling that 
ma:y occu~ within. plants where teohnologie'al changes are 
taking place. F1u•ther:raore,. they do not reflect the di's• 
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.. ., ,: . . 
employment arising out or technological competition -
where plants may decrease employment or even ahut down 
because they transfer activities to another modern 
plant -· nor do they tell the impact or technological 
change on plants or industries which lose markets to 
technologicaUy progressive competitors, to new products, 
and to new.materials. 
·' Clague and Greenberg indicate that technological 
change has implications not only in terms ot displacement 
and' adjustment ot the present labor force but also for 
new workers who are o~ will be preparing for different 
' 12 
vocations and looking for jobs sometime in the future .. 
Johll Bright has stated in his comprehonsive study 
or automation in 13 plants that the intense and of ten 
biased interesbln.the labor aspects ot automation has 
occasionaily di:Storted the picture.. B:right's study 
comprehends o,nly the labor aspects.of automation which 
management, has iencountered or noticed., Bright admits 
that it will take a much broader study to test the 
app11cabll!t7 or his r1ndings. · 
The.leading findings reported by Bright are as 
follows: 
: 1. Twelve;or the thirteen fil'lns adopted automation 
partly to reduce labor costs. There were tremendous in• 
c:reases in productivity but surpz-is1ngly little changes 
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in ovel'all employment •. The final employment record was 
_e combination' lof the effects or many rectors such as in-
creased demand, consolidation 9f facilities, changes in 
product labor content, and the like (employment figures 
are given. in Table IV}. In this study three plants showed 
a net gain, tb?'eea.net reduction, and seven nc change in 
employm'ent. Bright l'eadily admits that another sample 
. J.4, 
could have shown a different experience. 
It is interesting to note that Clague and Green-
berg. intimate that unemployment may increase above their 
estimates because or disemployment arising among plants 
within the same· industry, or that replacement snd l'e-
ahuf!l~ng 111a:y occur within such plants. Bright is quick 
to point out that his final emplo,ment data result f'I'om 
a eombinat1on of the ef!'ects or several factors such as 
,\. 
continued expansion, new capacity, and absorption in 
other oJ)ei-ations# factors which tend to offset unemploy-
ment. Bza1ght appears to agree with Clague and Greenberg 
i 
that la:rge inereases l;n product1v!.ty arae :frequently ac-
compa~ied bJ lit~le,,change in overall employment. 
•'. .-'. ! " ' 
.· In his study Bright has emphasized that it is in.t. 
' ' .. 1 
accurati 'to attribute' net employment' chSnges .. solely to 
developmenta in au~omation.. There are simply too many 
othe~;f~otoxa~ af.te~ting employment. For example. each 
ot the .tollowingtends to reduce employment: increased 
• 
Company 
P-orcr-
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TABLE IV 
TOTAL EMPLOlMENT AFTER AUTOMATION INSTALLATION IN TfilRTEEN FIRMS 
_ _..~"~ 
t In the Mfg. Sequence In• t In the Flrms Total Employ• ' Source or Disposition of Jobs 
1 volving the Automation t ment at This Location • 
t ' ' 
' Jobs Gained Jobs Lost 1 Jobs Gained Jobs Lost • 
' Blue Motors t 350 t no chan~e 
,- --· ---- 1 ···---------------~, Automatlc workreedel' was no 
Autoparts t t · t adopted to change labor.con-
t • ' tent, but to control 1nventol'Y• 
._ I i i Absoi-bed by expansion of. • 
Electromech t 38 42Q r no change .. t business. · 
I 10% reduc- • i 
Burton t tion in t no change t Absorbed in other· job shop 
t direct la- ' t operations • 
' bot' hours t -t 
~Queen Motors f 2 I no cEange t l'bsorhed in other operations. 
• Duke Motors ' ' no chen e i Absorbed 1n othel' o erat1ons. 
on • expans on o t e us • 
t ' t ness has resulted in gradual 
t 2$0 - JOO t 250 - 300· 'addition or about 100 employ• 
' ' t· ees. In the 4 -years following 
t t. ' the original reduction. 
i f I 1<1dltional: new operation made 
Oventlow 
Sunshine ' 20 t 20 • pos·s1bly onl-y b-y the automa• 
t t t t1on oonoeFt. 
i f I ACld!t!on 0 B p:roi!uctlon 
Northland 011' 16 •· fao1lit • 
G:rowmo:re • l • 
Elkhart ·t 2 t 3 
' f t 
Rubbe:rtoam t 18 ' no change · ' 
">~'" \~ 
.. $1 -
proauct1v1t7 or,automat1on, consolidation ot produc-
tion tac111ties, more ettdcient layout and workplace 
arrangement, substitution or new equipment tor old, pro-
duct redesign tor simplicity, shitt trom departmental to 
line production, and mechanization or formerly manual 
operations. On the other hand, there are as many factors 
which tend to increase emploJl?lent: increase in demand, 
addition of new production facilities, addition ot new 
products, introduction ot more complex products, union 
re~lat1ona on working conditions, increased need tor 
maintenance and othel' sel'vices to support automation, 
and a new p~licy to provide better housekeeping, mainte-
"'·.·--· ; ·.• 
nance, andw0rking conditions. Bright's conclusion is 
.· · ... ' ,. '• ,' . 
that conside~ation must, be given to all factors involved 
~ : ~ ' . . . 
betore andafter automation. Otherwise the employment 
changes du·e to progress in automation cannot be measured 
. · is· ... · 
accuratel7,. · 
2. Brlght takes issue with those who think that 
automation .al.ways bl'ings the following results: 
a.· Higher degrees of skill tor all those 
assigned to the automated lines; 
b. A highe:r proportion.of skilled jobs; 
and· 
c •. A shift from operating to maintenance 
. jobs, thus increasing the proportion 
of .skilled jobs. 
The results of Bright's study, as shown in Table Y, 
• 
~ 
• 
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TABLE V 
SUGGESTING THE ORANGING COHTRIBUTIOB REQUIRED 
OF THE OPERA'JDRS WITH ADVANOES Ill LEVELS OF J.IEOHANIZATION 
WORKERS CONTRIBUTIOB MECHANIZATION LEVELS 
i 1 • 4 I ·; • 8 I 9 • 0 ll1 f 12 • l7 
'(Hand control) •(Mechanical ·•(variable con• •(variable con• 
t 1 control) t tl'ol signal · ' tl"ol action 
t t ' resi:>onse)_ _ ' response) 
Slii-rr-TICtlawredge ot art} ' increasing ' 1nareas1ng ' 1ncl"eas1ng - ' decreas1ng -
t t · t decreasing t nil 
Skffi (de.xter1£jf t 1Dcreaa!ng f decreasing f decreasing ' · nil · 
I t f t 
Education (Knowledge or I increasing ' increasing • 1ncl"eas1ng ... • decreasing -
the theol"y) t ' t decreasin~ t nil 
er1ence ~~actice- ~-~-- ' incl."easlng --•-l.ncreasing - t increasing • ' decreas1ng -
awareness 2 eoml?l'ehension)• . t decreasing 'decreasins ' nil Physical Effort i increasing - t decreasing i decreasing t decreasing -
' decreasing ' ' ·t nil 
J.lentaI Ef'lol'ti t Increasing i 1ncreaslng - i Ciec:reas!ng t !ecreas1ng.-
' t Aa ... reasin1'1! ' ' · t nil 
.uence on .Product1v1ty ' 1ncreas1ng ' 1ncreas1ng ... ' mostJ.y ' n 
· 1 - · t decl'eaaing t decreas'ing , t 
!ipoeure to llizal'as I Inoreaalng f decreasing I decreasing t nil 
• ' f t t . f 
Acceptance of Undesirable '!iicreaalng 'deoreasiiig' 'decreae!ng i ·nil -
Job Conditions ' t ' t · ' · f 
Responsibllltj' ++ t 1nc?'eas1ng .f liioreaalng . ' increasing • ' lncl'easing -
' . · . t . . · · . ' decl'eaa'1nf ' decreaa 1ng • nil 
!en!orl£7 ' ' f not .afl'~ultei I' "noi atlecied I 00£ aft •c ed " t not afl'e"cte<l 
t • t . ' 
l5eciilon•Raiing ( algntfr ... ' t Increasing ' 1. lncreas!ng • t decreaalng t Ciecreaalng .. 
.. . cant ~udeents) , •, , ,. • decrees ins • t , , ' nil 
++ S.atety ot. equipment, the product of othei- people 
.f 
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th!'ov considei-ab1e doubt on the certainty of such 
l'esults. To be sure Btt-ight found that comparable 
data on the composition ot the work force in terms 
or "skilled joban were usually not available~ That 
is, it appeared impossible to determine whetbe~ auto-
mation bas been altel'ing the job mix so that skilled 
jobs rose and unskilled jobs tell in.percentage of 
. 17 
total employment •. 
3. Bright'found that automation has not forced 
management to take drastic measures because of an in• 
crease in operator skill requirements. There have been 
some such increases but none beyond the capacity of 
avel'age employeea. The plants employing the highest· 
degl'ee or automation have had little Ol' no trouble 
teaching cuPrent operating employees to maste~ the 
new equipment. Over all there is little evidence to 
. 18 
show that superior skills ere required. These ideas 
expl'essed bj Bright are ·for the most part in direct 
contrast· to the ideas expressed by most other students 
ot automation.. Of course one must remember that · Bi-ight 's 
conclusions ai-e dl:tawn from s study ot onl:r lJ manu.faotui-ing 
} ' , 
concerns •. The situation may he quite dittei-ent in other 
areas.· 
New Job Claasitication and Industrial Relations 
------~ - .· ............ 
Shoi-tly after World War- II the Ford Motor Compan,. 
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started a tremendous expansion progl'am. New processes, 
entil'ely different trout the old, were introduced. The 
United Auto Workers were very much concerned about man-
power px-oblems and related issues such as 'the following: 
(1) job classlfleations and rate changes for "automated" 
jobs: (2) changes in· the skills needed to operate the 
new machinery; (3) retraining; (4) seniority; and (5) 
effects on skilled workersJ classifications. 
A new operation at the Cleveland plant paid eleven 
cents an hour less than a similar operation in the Dear-
born plant. The Dearborn operation was in existence be-
fore Ford started installing automated machinery. The 
union noted this discrepancy in wages and contended that 
new job rates and classifications were in order 1n Cleve• 
land. After a strike the company reached a compromise 
with the union wbereb7 automation was re'cognized in job 
elass1tic~t1ons it affected and changed work was recognized 
on particular jobs done .by certain operators on major lines 
and by other ~kers with different classi.fications. 
It was also known that automation would et.feet a 
great change in the required skills of certain workers. 
In other words workers having the capacit:y were retrained \ 
. fOl' new jobs. The agreement on senior-ity placed a burden 
o~ the Compan;y to consider Ford workers laid oft at othett 
\ . 
Ford plants before hiring new personnel. 
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The U[l1ted Auto Workers maintained that skilled 
workers have a specif1c_clesaificat1on which places 
. . . . 19 
them above apprentice and journeyman standards. 
'l'he coming ot automation in the Ford pltnts gave 
the Union an excellent opportunity to tighten its hold 
/ 
on old member& as well as to obtain new members. 
Growth ot the Service Industries 
--- -··- ............................... -.-..-....-;;;;..;.;;;.;;;,,,;;..;;. 
Throughout the years technological change h~s af-
fected man in many ways - some good, some bad. In the 
days ot the Industrial Revolution many men were working 
as much as 72 bows a week. Today the·average work-week 
is approximately 40 hours and workers in some industries 
~ . . . 
m-e on·a 35•hour work•week. The amazing thing about this 
remarkable dee!'ease in working hours is that it bas been 
accompanied.. b7" treraendous increases in both wages and the 
standard otliving. Moreover,, various company plans.have 
given wo~king people substantial non-wage benefits such 
as hoppitalization, retirement, sick pay, vacation,, etc. 
Many people _are able to retire today on eompany•financed 
pensions' as early as age 62. 
) 
The home 111'e of individuals is reaping the bene-
.t1ts or technological change. ·The average family income 
in the United states (Table VI) ia approximately $7,000 
and, aa it hes b$en stated. people_ are now spending less 
time in the ot.fice or plant. · The exti-a leisure can be 
· used in man7 ways, ways in which the expend! ture or money 
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TABLE VI 
PERSONAL INCOME RECEIVED BY EACH FIFTH AND TOP FIVE 
PER CERT OF FAMILIES AND UNATTACHED INDIVIDUALS 
. average income . in . 
current dollars 
1935 1947 1955 1960 
19~6 
Total !126Jl ~ hzl26 ! ~z2!lO i 628~2' 
Lowest Fifth ~J7 l.i02J lzl2.2 · li2.'Z6 
Second Pitth 7!J.9 2z212 J!200 l1728 
Third F1ttb l,lh6 J1J08 ._hJ6Jh 2a~B:t 
Fourth F1tth 12708 . 422!J2 · 6z290 · 71721' 
Highest Fitth 4,216 9,483 122.722 
-
·1$,288 
Top $ Pei- Cent 6,621! 111226 -22,e89J 212J68 
is needed if people are to fulfill their everyday desires. 
The additional f1•ee time people now have, coupled with a 
greater expendable income, has given a marked stimulus to 
the so-called service 1ndustriies. People with extra time 
end money ere able for instance, to travel more often and 
spend more money on services they fo!'merly could not at-
1'ord. These e.xpendittll"es, of course, have a stimulating 
effect on the economy and to a certain extent help keep 
our u,nemplo)'mont figures at a lower level .. 
Some believe that the extI's time end money in the 
hands or workers has an.adverse effect en emploJment. 
The theoi-7 is that workers do many jobs around the house 
in their off-time which would otherwise have required 
paid professionals. The "do ... it-yoursol.f11 idea l"<..ss spread 
at a tremeodoua rate during the past decade. In their-
apare time "do-it-yourself" enthusiasts spend much time 
in house painting, sewing, building, Gardening, and 
doing ~neral repair work. Such workers are amateurs 
to tihom the work furnishes not on17 rocreation but also 
_,-
an opportunit:r to save money. But it should be remembered 
- -
that the industries supplying these amateur carpenters 
. - -
need tnore emploiees to serve the enlai-ged market. We tnay 
also apeaulate that home repeizt men create considex-able 
work b,, bungling jobs, which offsets to some extent the 
work the,- -take .fx-om pitof'ess ionals. 
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Incide~tally there are those who disagree with the 
statement that automation can bring much more leisure 
time to wwkers .• · One of these, Sebastian de Grazia, a 
political science teacher at Rutgers University, says 
that the leisuite time of man is 11 just a mythu. He bases 
his argument on the following: the Bureau ot Labor Sta-
tistics excludes part-time jobs in its estimate of the 
average wol'k•veek. It such jobs were included the aver-
age work:•week would tigure at 46 W 4.7 hours. Workers 
"moonlight•, which makes for additional hours ot labor • 
. The combination ot all the time spent in commuting to 
and from work; along with that used in do-it-:rourself 
9 chores• actually leaves the workers very little time 
. . 21 
properl7 termed leitnlt-f!. 
In bis.book pt ~ime 2 Work And Leisure de Grazia 
. ' ' 
briinge out the point that the word 0 le1s-ure" has al-
. . 
waya .refer.red to ttomething personal, a state ot mind, or 
a· qualit7 of feeling. It seems to Mr. deGGrazia when 
one changes_ from ffleisure timeu to "tree time" one has 
gone trom a qualitative to a quantitative concept. De 
Grazia· belie,,-'es . that :tree time is ve~y d1fterent trom 
leisure ·time~. Much ct a man•a 11leisure timeu turns out 
to be "bee ti.men during which he does not have a chance 
. 22 
to cl.o what he-r-eally wants to do. 
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Retirement 
The numbei- or people fscing roth-ement in the oeai-
.tuture will ~obabl7 continue to grow. Such an 1ncl'ease 
will have an 1mpoi-taot effect on social and economic con-
ditions in the United States. These retil-ed workers need 
div8i-sicns to OCCUPJ' their spare title, but they must also 
have momr1 to pa7 tor the necessities ot life end .t'ol' various 
desired aot1v1t1es. Many of these old people do not b8.ve · 
adequate incomes even with Social Security. 
Table VII intlicates that by 1980 ~o can expect to 
have 9 to ll per cent oi' the United States population in 
the over•65-catcgory. 
Table VIII shows the change in n:oney incomes o.t' the . · 
... 
aged by olass and sex; 1949 - 19,59. Table VIII indicates 
that about 5S pep cent 0£ the senio11 citizens had money 
incomes in 1959 from all public and private sou:rces of 
less than $1.,000. Yet in 1949 even morre (about 74 per 
cent) had incomes of less than $1,000 and only 13 per 
cent received $2,.000 ox- mol'e. Tho gain m money ineome 
between 1949 and 1959 has been offset to some extent by 
the 20 pwoent doorease in purchasing P<»;ter of the dolla:r 
·with an·inorcase in automation thara is a good chance 
that people nea~ retirement age will elect early retire-
ment, wbe~e it is available, instead of retraining. 
We dan eXliect Social Security oove1•age to grow to 
Year 
1900 
1920 
19lt.O 
1960. 
1980 
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TABLE VII· 
AGE COMPOSITION OF THE U.S. POPULATION 
AT TWENTY•YEAR INTERVALS, 1900 - 80 
~el' Cent ot Po~lation in Each A5e GrouE 
Under 20 20-64 62 and oyel' 
44 52 4 
40 55 5 
34. 59 7 
38 53 9 
41i-34 4.7-55 9-11 
Money Income 
Class 
No income 
$1 - 4.99 
$500 - 999 
$1,000 .... 1,-999 
$2,000 .... 2.999 
$J,OOO ... 4,999 
$5,000 or .more 
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TABLE VIII 
Total Men 
1959 1949 1929 1949 
1$.l 30.7 3.2 12.0 
1).1 24.2 7.2 22.6 
26.9 19.4 19.6 21.0 
23.3 12.$ 32.8 19.8 
8.9 4.8 14.J 10.9 
6.7 4.8 ll.6 9.5 
·6.1 2.1 11.4 4.2 
Women 
1959 1949 
24.9 4.7.S 
ia.o 25.7 
32.9 17.9 
15.5 6.1 
4--4 1.9 
2.6 .6 
1.6 .3 
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help alleviate these social and economic problems. 
Meeting Fore1SB Competition 
Professor Robert L. Ra:!mon ot Cornell University 
analyses the problem of foreign competition in this way. 
The spread among wage levels by industry has widened in 
the postwar period; high wages have become higher fester 
than low wages have risen. A fall in prices, particularly 
in things we export, might have increased our exports. 
Such an increase would have increased employm~nt and 
eased our balance ot payment problems. A fall in prices 
might also have better prepared us to accommodate the 
rise 1n prices that 111a7 come to attend the recovery 
period we are now in. Why did prices not fall? Wages 
rose faster than did productivity and the increased labor 
costs were Peflected in price increases. 
From l9S3 to 19$9 the prices or manufactured exports 
were rising fasteP than those of our chiet competitors. 
Fo:r example: 
5 per cent faster than Englend•s 
10 per cent taster thnn Germany's 
20 per cent taster than France's 
Our share of- the world market tor manutaotures ~ell 
from 26 per cent in 1953 to 21 per cent in 19$9. 
Raimon States further in relation to fOl'eign com-
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petition tbat wages in western Europe and in Japan have 
been x-1s1ng much mozte rapidly than in the u. s. Two 
additional item• ot importance are: (1) the wage in• 
creases abi-cad c1earl7 have been ot the demand-pull · 
variet7, in view or the previously indicated labor 
shortage;-that is. employers have been getting maximum 
production frtoni their labor resources, and (2) until 
recently, their. rate ot increase in wages has been ex-
ceeded bJ' the rate ot increase in output per man-hour. 
This product1v1t7 performance thus helps to explain 
the increaae·in the ability or foreign producers to 
. 25 . 
compete with. Amei-1can goods. 
Another interesting view similai- to Raimon'a is 
that ot Mr. Frank Flick, President of Flick-Ready. Be 
bas this to sa7 about automation and unemployment: by 
virtue ot ~utomation s eol'poration•s p?'oductivity may 
1ncl'ease, sa7 4 pel' cent. The union maintains that 1n• 
creases in productivity·belong to the laborer. It all 
th1a 1nol'eaae is given to the employee in the form ot 
added compensations, taking into account the cost of. 
added automatic equipment, the company will simply h&v~ 
. . 
to.sell the additional pt'Oduct at higher pxaices. The 
pl'e•ralse •mone7'in the bank" of these· same workel's · 
/) 
has actuall7 lost some of its purchasing powel' in 
bu71ng these products because the pl'Oducta have risen 
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in price. Likewise • in respect to the same pro-
ducts - the purchasing power of widows, orphans, re-
tired people, and all others living on tixed incomes 
has s1m1larl7 lost some ot its purchasing power. 
Before the })l'ice increase the corporation in ou~ 
example was aelling to toreign mattkets and was just 
meeting competition - now the 1ncraeased selling price 
. 26 
will almost SU1'el7 lessen foreign demand. Mr. Flick 
also sees uncontrolled wage increases b,- unions as the 
prime oause ,1n the unemplOJ'lllent contttoversy. 
How can the United States best place itself in a 
position to compete with foreign countries? One answer 
to this question is that we should begin 1mned1atel,-
taking advantage ot the automation which has been, and 
w1i1 be introduced to many ot outt industries. Savings 
' . 
in many industries have been unrealized because .of the 
xaising costs in the torm ot excessive wage demands. In· 
dustriea need more money tor carrying out theil- researol 
an~, development programs. To alleviate this problem it 
ma7 be. ve11 ··to accelerate depreciation allowances and 
lo~er corporate taxes. Such a move would have to bo off-
set by -~ decline in government expend1ture.s at ,home; and, 
probabl7 a cot in totteign aid. We must remember however, 
. ' . 
/' I - > ' 
that a lattge part ,of our !"oreign aid is channeled through 
American companies to supply these countries. Cutting 
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out this expenditure entirel,-, then, could adversely af-
fect our economr. The-effect ot making extra capital 
available to United States corporations would be allowing 
them to.invest.more 1n automatic equipment. The increased 
eftic1en·c7 b~ought about by such investment would· enable 
many American corporations to compete moite extensively in 
woi'ld markets. 
summarz 
Aa with tech;nology in general. the relationship 
between automation and employment (or unemplayment) is 
highly complicated. Nobody denies that pockets ot un-
emplo'J?Dent can and do result directly from the intro-
duction of new methods into a given operation. However, 
the~e are almost always other factors which tend to exert 
an ottaetting or compensating ettect. 
' In general the pattern appears to be that oldel' and 
semi-skilled and unskilled workers have suttel'ed to a 
' . 
greatei- .extent than 1ounger and skilled workers. More 
studies are needed to ver1£1 this, end to discover other 
aspects otthe relationship between automation and employ• 
ment. 
Asman•how'output develops {partl7 through the 
,. ;•' 
1ntroduat1on ot automatic equipment) people,may h~ve 
(a) a higher standai-d ot living or (b) more leisure 
t1D1e Ol" (c-) a'comb1~at1on ot the.two. EmploJ"ntent in 
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general will be influenced conside~ably by whether we 
choose more tree time, and it so, how we choose to use 
it. 
One looks tor e further growth in the demand for 
more aid to the superannuated, a group which can be 
expected to grow both in absolute numbers and 1n rela-
tive size compared with the active work force. 
As tor foreign competition, the lowering or barriers 
' ' 
to trade and the movement ot capital should encourage 
the introduction or new methods in various areas, som~ 
ot which have been handicapped from a technological 
point ot view. It follows that American industries 
which adopt cost-cutting methods will fare better in 
world markets than those which fail to do so. At the 
same time, all peoples should benefit more or less t~om 
the general lowe~!ng or unit cost and extension ot trade~ 
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CHAPTER VI 
ALLEVIATDTG THE ADVERSE EFFECTS OF AUTOMATION 
, Education 
Education is perhaps the leading factor in allevia-
ting any adveirse effects or automation.· Most business-
men, union leaders, and govel'nment ot£1o1sls regard edu-
cation as the most important facet or any long-term pro-
gram proposed to.stem the tide of unemplopient bl'ought 
about bJ automation. Increased and more comprehensive 
basic teaching is needed if the United States is to re• 
main a world leadel". America needs. to look fol'Ward and . 
to give out' childl'en a firm foundation ot instruction in 
·theil:t early years of school; J'urth&WllDDe~ it should set 
up higher standards to be maintained even through gttaduate 
school,,., This does not mean retraining programs &l'e not 
. . 
neces:ua.r7; the7 ere• but onlt thJ:Jough long term planning 
can we cope with the situation now ;facing us. 
In i-egal'd to retraining pz-ogriams. 1t is 1nte:rest1ng 
to note that on :March 15, 1962, Pztesident Kennea:y•s signa• 
ture made the ~npower Development and Training Act a 
public law. ,This act Pl'OVides.ma!nl7 tor the sppropria-
.. , 
tion ot :f'unds to help in retraining the necessary man-
power needed to operate a fast ~dvancing technological 
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society. It .fUl'ther provides training for those indi-
viduals. being now unable- to secuI'e jobs because ot a 
lack or certain skills. !his instruction will be imparted 
thttough vocational educational inntitutions, authoI'ized 
by the Federal Government, and. under the direction'of the 
Department ot Health, Education. end Welfare. Possibly 
priivate educational and training institutions will be 
used. The Federal Government will pay the total costs 
tor.the vocational training of the unemployed through 
June JO~ 1964, after which time states wishing to con-
tinue participating will have to bear half the expense • 
. Fed!Jl'&l and state governments will shsre eqasll7 in 
beal'ing costs of tl"'eining other pe19sons. Wol"kel"'s unem-
ployed at the present time will receive priority in 
tl"a1ning. Also to be cons1det"ed fol' the progpem are 
pal"t•t1me $1nployees and those tull~time employees wish• 
1ng to up•S?Jade or up•dato theil" job skills. Potential 
trainees will apply through the1l' local public employ-· 
ment oftlee, 'and the se1eot1on of eligible workers to be 
retrained will be le.ft to these offices. The amount paid 
trainees will depend on· houl's worked, and will include 
· allowances fer transpol"'tation and subsistence. In the 
fiscal yeal" 1963, $100,000,000 was appropx'iated for these 
programs; in 1964, $165,000,000,. and the same amount in 
t1scal 7eel" 196$. The sum of $5,000.tOOO was, authoi-1zed. 
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tor fiscal 7881' 1962 to help plan and initiate the pi,-o• 
l 
gl'ama undel' the Act. 
The question arises: what pl'ompted the decision to 
make appxtopriationa fol' training workei-s ~t In Apl'il of . 
1962 the President's Advisol'y Committee on Labol'•Manage• 
ment presented to President Kennedy a report on automation 
which showed that the postwai- population ineztense had been 
responsible £or a great influx ot wol'k&l"S into the lsboxr · 
market. The last cleoade has also seen a gtteat change in 
the na.tul'e of jobs, this change often leaving .a gap 'between 
. . . 
· Job requil'ements and the qual!f1cat1ons of applicants. The 
report .tul'ther stated that during the 1950's the total number 
O.f sk111ed technical and professional 'WOl'kersbad 1ootteaaed 
. . 
some $8 pei- cent. This inct'ease had an adverse et.feet on 
young workers wbo were trying to find opportunities tor 
work. . In connection with this pttoblem tho Depai-tmeat ot 
Labor estimated that unless something were done to.check 
high school withdrawals, ·some seven and one-half' ·million 
new WOJ:lkers joining the labor market in 1960 would not 
have completed high school end ovett' two and one-belt million· 
. . . . . . 2. ·. . . 
would not have finished grade school. . Assuming that these 
. ' . ' 
figures were appx-oximste tho.readei- can readil?. see that a 
!' 
retrainJng pro~am·was certainly ind1eated.· or course, 
this :repol't was not tho oni:r one advocating the necessity 
. ., . -, " ' . 
. , 
ot a training pi-ogram:' ,.subcommittees· ot Congxaess', manage• 
ment gl'OUps, ·~nd labo:r o:rganizetions h&V&held many meetings 
.; ~ ' ' . .. 
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in reference t-0 the matter. There is still, however, 
a great need tor further study ot the subject. 
Re•ision ~ Federal Wage-Hour !!!!.! 
Walter Reuther, United Auto Woi-kers' President be-
lieves that a ehange in the federal wage-hour law so as 
to require double pay for overtime would greatly alleviate 
the adverse effects of automation. In conjunction with 
this proposal Reuther and other labor leaders believe that 
allemplo1ees should have a 3$-hour wottkweek, the same 
principle of double overtime being applied. The theory 
is that employe:ra will hire more emplo,.ees rather than 
pay double overtime rates. 'fhe proposal also entails the 
pa:vment of the same wages to those working s shorter work-
3 
week.. It such be the case the unions may be intensifying 
the adverse effects ot automation on employment and possibly 
working towards a decline in job' opportunities tor their 
membel"s. It employees receive the same pay for a shorter 
workweek pl"oduetivity must rise su.t'i'!ciently totinanee 
such wage increases. In other words it indll~stry cuts its 
workweek 14 per cent it will have to increase output by at 
. l<tast 14 par cent pett houxa to reaoh the same level ot total 
production. It is highly doubtful whether production can 
be increased enough at present to warrant such a decrease 
in working hours. It demand and technology do not increase 
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as the workweek decreases, then greatly reduced produc-
tivity must follow. This- in turn will affect industry 
profits adversely, as well as employment and the standard 
,of living. Since demand for products is a very important 
phase of this theory, it is found more economical in many 
production situations today to follow the plan of paying 
overtime rather than running a new shift. The market tor 
man7 products lna7 not be sufficiently large to run 2 seven• 
hour shifts. It an additional shift works only part time, 
there is a strong pcss1b1lit7 that the union will demand tall 
wages. So far. es unit costa ere increased, management will 
tend to raise selling prices in Ol'der to maintain profits. 
The effect ot such an increase in P!'ioes will discount the 
hope ot any ~ise in the standard ot living because ot an 
1ntlat1onaJ:7'wege price spiral. Unions will contend that 
higher wages will increase production demand because ot 
the greatei- amount of money bpought into the economy. Un• 
doubtedly, productivity cannot· increase without sufficient 
investment capital to support itJ therefore this plan wou.ld 
probabl7 leave 1ndustriy without the necessary capital. 
Probably a mo~e sensible plan would be to leave the 
· workweek and wages at their pz-esent levels. An7 produc-
tivity increases would then increase corporate profits• 
Thus corporations would have more money for research and 
development expenditures, an ihcre&se in these resulting 
in lOller pr1ces and s. better competitive position tor 
American corporations. 
Manegemep,! ,9,ut.19~~ 
Some economic circles believe tha.t management must 
change ita methods ot handling new responsibilities. In 
ttet"erence to this Peter D:rucker, a noted· management con-
sultant, has stated that management is now expected to 
meet public demands in many az-eas, which until recently 
we~e not considered its responsibility. In attempting 
to adjust American business to automation with the least 
possible e~fecta, management has n tremendous problem. 
Additional resPonsib111ties are these: 
l. Keeping &nerioa competitive in world markets 
and~ wherever necessary, changing wage and job policies 
so deepl'J'rooted 1n American businesaJ 
2 •. Seeking new innovations wh1ch·w111 help in 
advancing both technology e.nd management policy; 
3. ·aemember-ing that today big business faces the 
problem or being not only a single economic entity oper• 
, ated tor profit, but also a servant of the public as 
well as ot its atoekholders; end 
4.~ Clsss!tying businessmen as professional persons 
. . . b 
rather than just businessmen. 
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These l'esponsib1lit1es, it handled px-operly, will 
ce?"ta1nly have an excellent erreet on all business re-
1at1ons. 
Plnns !!!,. Action: Managem~n .. t;, Labott,, !!.!JE. Government 
Management, in carrying out any plan or action, 
must considel'*' the factors listed by Drucker. In some 
instances both management and labor seem to be taking 
his advice by cooperating to alleviate some of the ad-
verse etteets of automation. 
The W$st Coa$t shipping industry showed such a 
spil'it ot cooperation in signing a five-year pact with 
its longshoremen. New mechanization and mod&i-n1zat1on 
'Were being intt'cduoed with two objectives; (1) the 
emplo7e~s• desil-e to cut costs &nd cargo handling time, 
and thereby attract more cargo to Pacific Coast po~ts; 
and (2) the union*s hope of pi-eserving th& longshoremen 
Wot"k force end giving workers or long service s greater 
interest 1n the industry. The agreement gave management 
a ~ee hand to introduce any labor saving device deemed 
necessazay so long as emplo~ees warn protected against 
technological unemplcryment. A minimum weekly wage ~as 
guaranteed~ and older- employees w.ere given financial 
incentives to ~et~e early. This working plan appears 
to be reaching both objectives. In J{ay, 1962. management 
stated that there had been a 20 per cent pisoduct1v1t7 
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1nor$nse since January, 1959. The gtteatest disadvantage 
ic this program·has been that memoors have not been com-
. 5 
pletely indoctrinated as to the workings ot the plan. · 
That is the unioo.s seem to be unablo to cope with the 
problem of educating their own membe~s. 
Another plan has been introduced by Axamour and 
Company which has received mo-re publicity than tho West 
Coast shipping agJ:Jeement but has pt'oved. less successful. 
Attmonl"·and Compan;y hss agreed to·contribute as tllueh os 
$500,000 twal"d an ttautomation tund". Those contl'ibutions 
.· w1ll be made on the basis of one-cont for every hundred 
pounds 01" meat shipped.. The tund is to be used rox- a 
stud7 ot problems arising 1"rom automation, .l"etreining 
progl"ams 1 and to promote emplo:yment opportunities within 6 
the Armour organization. 
St1ll another plan was intxaoduaed by the United Auto 
Workers at its convention in May, 1962, which placed gt'eatei-
responsibilitj on employers to care for wcrrkors displaced 
b7 automation. This J>l'Ogram includes the :rehil'ing ot p~o­
duotion wwkers to 1'111 white collrn• jobs, more severance 
pay fox- worke~s who lose theht jobs. and pxtov1sions fol* 
retraining. '-1he United Auto Workel"s believe that this 
program, by moans of ol9ganized planning, should. be de ... 
veloped as a formal cempan7 policy within the whole in-
. . 7 . . . . 
dustry. Tho unions must coopel'ste with msnagement and . 
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tr7, tbl-ough objective thinking. to toi-mulate a plan 
which 1a logical and non-inflationary. 
Aoco?tding to government sources a retraining plan 
introduced b7 tho u.s. Ail- Force has been one of the most 
aoccesstul pitojecta in this al.'ea. In carr7ing out the pPO• 
gram tb':f A!.J.W Force baa retrained thousands tel" its new pro• 
grams, ma.rq· ot which requiPe bighl,- technical skills. The 
Ab- Force Logistics Command, because ot its ever changing 
weapons aysteiu,.tigures on :retraining as many as 15,000 
· emplo7eea a yeal"; man7 ot whom require rudimentat"1 in• 
struction. ~e time needed tor- such training ranges from 
. . . 8 . . 
a tlew months to three )'ears. In anely1;ing this case one 
must not forget that the A~ Foxece is a gov&rr?lent agency • 
. Mill.tone have been spent on this progl'am, some ot which 
are cwpwations• conti-1but1ons thl'ough tax paJ1tt8nt8. It 
corporations are not careful they ma1 lose the opportunity 
ot sett1ng up theiP own progl"ama. That 1e, the :tedettal 
government. mat aome da7 require buainesa concei-ns to re-
train their workers, including those who are displaced 
permanentl7. Regapdlesa ot what happen.a 1n this situation 
it behooves management to think more aePiously about its 
reta1o1og problems. 
trse of Time 
----Still'another factor, most im}>ortant 1n·sol.v3:ng 
the adverse effects of.automation. is the use ot leisure 
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time. Time itself 1a most resourceful; and only when 
man f'a11s to use it to greatest advantage,. does it seem 
otherwise. Many people consume time in complaining 
instead ot working to overcome the cause of their com• 
plaints. '.Benjamin Franklin, in his powerful maims, 
emphasized the importance ot using this valuable pos-
session wisely. Asked he: "Dost thou love lire? Then 
do not squander time, tor that is the stuff life is made 
ot .. ,. ~!me 1& ours, but what to do with it is the question. 
A manW,hose enjoyment of.life requires costly 
activities is not helping either- himself' or the economy. 
a,. using his spal"e. time tc:, improve his education,. :man 
will tind.hisl"qerds in things costing little; in feet 
he may well come to realize that the things in lite that 
tteall:r <iount · Sl"e those that money does not buy. 
Oonclus.1on~ 
The soluti.~n to the ~roblema result.ing trom 
automation, must lie in a broad·progl'am involving 
:managementr, .. 1abor, and government.. The main objectives 
ot this program should be the enco~agement ot eaonomlc 
.~nd productive gi-~th, and the spx'ead of benefits to all 
the 1abor force. This will mean the introduction of a 
progamwhioh in turn will accelerate demand and spread 
the increase in productivity. Carl"ying out such a plan 
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will require a complete examination of our pl"esent tax 
structutte. Assessments should be made just so tar as 
they will neither discourage investment nor hinder pro-
ductionJ this undoubtedly·means a decrease in taxes. 
The Federal Govel'nment, in conjunction with a tax cut, 
should closely evaluate our .toreign polie:r to insure 
Amei-ieats r~eeiving full value tor the expenditure of 
its tax dolliws. Money thrown away on count:ries not 
trying tohelp themselves should be rechanneled through 
ou?' economic a1stem in the form of tax cuts. America 
must also educate, train, and retrain our population to 
1nc.rease ita .flexibility and mobility. Amel"ica must 
stand supreme in her conquest or space. She !nUSt be a 
deterrent to aggressive forces, and at the same time a 
leader in the reee to conquer .space. 
America has the 'Wherewithal to meet the challenge 
of automation. ·· Only time will tell whether or not ··she 
has the workers,. bua1ness·leadei-s, and statesmen willing 
to coopel'ate,, and u1t1mately enjo) its multitudinous 
benetits. 
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